
Etsy Seller Raises Eyebrows Over Policy
Implementation and Support System

Military spouse with stellar sales record sounds the alarm on e-commerce giant's support practices

following positive policy changes

FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, July 26, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- An Etsy seller with a track record of

over 10,000 sales and a 5-star rating has taken the stage to address some serious concerns

about the platform's seller support practices. This comes in the wake of recent policy changes

announced by none other than Etsy's CEO, Josh Silverman.

The seller, who wishes to remain anonymous and is the spouse of a U.S. military member,

reports that their store was thrown into a "forced vacation" and threatened with suspension just

before Etsy's new listing policies were unveiled. These policies, introduced on July 9th, were

expected to be a game-changer for many sellers, addressing the very issues that led to this

seller's suspension notice.

"It's incredibly frustrating that support requests are marked complete without any contact or

help whatsoever," the seller stated. "Etsy says, 'In a time of increasing automation, it’s our

mission to keep human connection at the heart of commerce,' but their support system seems

to be falling short of this mission."

The seller's experience appears to be part of a larger trend, with numerous Etsy sellers reporting

similar struggles in getting the support they need from the platform. The timing of this issue,

coinciding with Hire a Veteran Day, raises questions about the potential impact on military-

affiliated entrepreneurs.

Impact on Mental Health and Small Businesses

"The last few years have been a rollercoaster for small business owners," the seller said.

"Navigating COVID restrictions and surviving was like walking a tightrope. Previously, my spouse's

battle with cancer added another layer of challenges. Now, Etsy's lack of support is the cherry on

top of this stressful sundae."

A Call for Change

Etsy relies heavily on its sellers to provide excellent customer service to ensure buyers return to
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the platform. "We wish Etsy would return the favor by providing equally excellent support to its

sellers," the seller added. "If sellers were to treat buyers the way Etsy treats its sellers, Etsy would

close their stores immediately. Etsy's Google review rating is a dismal 2.2, which speaks volumes

about their customer support. We need Etsy to recognize the importance of clear

communication and responsive support. Our buyers depend on it, our businesses depend on it,

and so does our peace of mind." 

This case serves as a reminder of the importance of robust seller support practices on e-

commerce platforms, especially for small businesses and entrepreneurs who depend on these

platforms for their livelihoods. It highlights the need for clear communication and responsive

support to maintain a healthy e-commerce ecosystem.
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